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Financial Aid and Student Persistence

Student financial aid programs have provided the basis for much recent
public controversy at state and national levels. Debates have focused on a
number of 'issues:. ow much money should be appropriated? How
should available res urces be allocated among different types of aid
(loans, grants, and ark-Study programs)? Should aid be administered
through the instity ions, or should it be available directly to students?
Should it be digrib ted to encourage students to choose particular types
of colleges (e.g., pr vete rather than public)? Should aid be based prima-
rily on financial n d, or should of er criteria (e.g., student aptitude) be
used? How is fine cial need to be d fined? How should various forms of
aid be packaged for individual studen s?

Such controversies are difficult to resolve because the purposes of stu-
dent ,financial aid programs are often not explicit. Among the many pos-
sibl uses of financial aid programs, the most common are to provide
gre er access to higher education for students, to assure that 'students
co plete their studies, to provide an incentive for students to perform
w II academically, to reward merit, to influence student choicef and t
e distribute wealth:

The use of financial aid to enhance student persistence in college w4
the focus here. Analyses are designed to determine if the type and"

amount of aid and the conditions of its administration have any effect on''
the student's chances of:completing 'college. d

On the surface, one might expect that all forms of financial aid en -1
hance student persistence, since financial problems are among the reasons
most commonly given by dropouts for leaving college. If 'such explana-
tiont are valid, any type, of financial aid, regardless of source, should
reduce the student's chances of leaving college for financial reasons and,
thus, positively affect student persistence.

Method for Determining Impact

The dependent variable (student persittence versus dropping out) was
calculated from longitudinal follow-up data collected in 1972 from stud-
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eats who started college in 1968. Persisters included all students who,
at the time of the follow-up, satisfied one or more of the following
conditions: (a) was enrolled in graduate or professional school, fb) had a
bachelor's degree, (a) was still enrolled as an undergraduate and still pur-
suing the bachelor's degree, (d) never4eft college since 1968 and was still
pursuing the bachelor's degree, or (e) had completed four years of under-
graduate work.

With data from the Cooperative Institutional Research Program
(CIRP), sponsored jointly by the American Council on Education and the
University of Califdrnia Los Angeles, it was possible to compute the ex-
pected probability of dropping out using measures of each student's abil-
ity, grades study habits, aspirations, and other personal background char-
acteristics. Since the battery of student predictors obtained when stu-,
dents entered college as freshmen in 1968 also included inforniation on
the students' marital status, family education and income, and concern
about college finances, presumably these expected probabilities take into
account-initial differences in financiah need.* If a particular-form of fi-
nancial aid has a positive effect on student persistence, the actual dropout
rate for students who receive that aid should be lower than the expected
rate based on the student's background characteristics..

Onezoblem with assessing the effects of any variable such as financial
ai is that most variables do not occur in isolation; other environmental
f rs can also influence student attrition. For example, students who
attend highly selective privatetcolleges are somewhat more likely to re-
ceive scholarships or grants than students who attend public community
colleges ( Astin 1974). V selective private colleges, in turn, have
better holding power on their students than public community colleges,
failing to consider college type might produce a spurious "effect" of
scholarships or grants which is, in reality, an effect of college type. A
similar confounding of environmental variables could involve financial
aid and student residence (scholarship recipients are probably mere likely
,than nonrecipients to live in dormitories), or .financial aid and work
(scholarship recipients are probably less likely than nonrecipients to have
jobs while attending college).

To control suclibbiases, the battery of predictors includes not only the
student characteristics, but also several additional environmental meas-
ures covering three general categories: residence, work, and college char-
acteristics. Residence predictors includ2 'dichotomous measures of three

Formulas for computing those expected probabilities were obtained from stepwise multiple
regression pnalysos in which dropping out versus staying in college was used as the dependent
variable. Predictors frqm a battery of '110 freshman variables wore permitted to enter the
regression equation until no additional predictor wet capable of producing a significant reduction
in the residual sum of squares. Samples included 41,356 students attending a stratified national
sample of 358 institutions. Regressions wore weighted to simulate the total populatiott of 1960
firsttime, fulime freshmen. Students who aspired to less than a bachelor's degree at college an
try (11.49ti of the sample) were excluded. Regressions were done separately on black students in
black colleges (N°1,378), blacks in white colleges (N°1,761), nonblack women (N°17,074),
and nonblack men (N°18,069). di
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types of residence during the freshman year: college dormitory, parents,
and priVate room or apartment. Work predictors include three dichoto-
mous measures of worK activities during the freshman year: on-campus
work (other than federally sponsored world -study programs), off-campus
work, and employment for college credit as part of a departmental pro-
gram. Measures of college characteristics include enrollment size, selec-
tivity (an estimate of the average academic ability of the entering

,
fresh-

man; see Astin, 1971), perciontage of men students, percentage of under-
graduate students; coeducational versus single sex, control (public versus
private), and type (three measures: two-year college versus four-year
college versus university). Except as noted below, all analyses of the i1n-
pact of financial aid programs utilize expected dropout probabilities
based on these additional environmental characteristics, as well as the
student characteristics. The multiple correlations of these student and
environmental characteristics with dropping out were .44 (blacks in black
colleges), .59 (blacks in white colleges), .42 (nonblack women), and .44
(nonblack me 'h).

Even though these additional predictors give a Jess blased-ettimate of
the impact of financial aid, such estimatestand to be somewhat conserva-
tive. By controlling all other environmental experiences that might be
associated- with receipt of financial aid (i.e., work, residence, and college
type), the shared effects of aid and these other variableS are eliminated.
Thus, If scholarship recipients are concentrated more in four-year than in
two-year colleges, some but nOt all of the effects of scholarships 9n attri-
tion' will be washed out when college characteristics are included in the
calculation of expected dropout probabilities. The greater the degree of
overlap (i.e., between scholarship aid and these other environmental vari
ables), the more conservative the estimate. The only condition under
which all the effects of scholarships would be washed out by such an

lalysis occurs when every scholarship recipient a'ttends only one type
o college. This condition never obtains with any of the financial aid
measures.

Financial Aid Measures

- Undergraduates sually pay their college costs through one or a com-
bination of five di erent sources of aid: family (parents, spouse), scholar-
ships, loans, savin s, and work. Since savings often come from previous
employment, thes two categories can be combined. Thus, the principal
Feasur<es of finan ial aid cover personal savings and/or employment, par-
ental o other family aid, repayable loan, and scholarship, grants or other
gif . These four items were presented to .the entering freshmen partici-

ing in the CI RP in 1968 with the question, "Through what source do
ou intend to finance the first year of your undergraduate education?"

Students were asked to indicate whether each item was a major source, a
minor source, or hot a source.
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This analysis is limited primarily to the first year in college. While it
would be useful to know the effects of financial aid after the first-year,
studies are difficult if the outcome variable is student attrition. Once
a student drops. out of college, receiving any form of financial aid is
precluded. Even if financial aid subsequent to the freshman year has no
causal relationship to attrition, there would be a built-in negative associa-
tidietween such aid and attrition simply because only those who stay
in college would receive it. This problem of the possibility of artifaqpial
effects after the freshman year will arise on several occasions.

n addition to the four financial aid items from the 1968 treshinan
q estionnaire,, a number of more detailed items were used from the foi-
1 -up questionnaire in 1972. The instructions for these questions read:

/4/.. or each item below, indicate the extent to which it has been a source
or financing your undergraduate education (include costs for both aca-

demic and living expenses)." Students were instructed to answer each
item in terms of one of three alternatives: major source (50% or more),
minor source, not a source. The items were support from parents or
relatives, support from spouse, fellowships or scholarshipslUderal, state,

,school or university, private foundation or organization, industry or busi-
ness, other), loans (federal, state, coniniercial, her), withdrawals from
savings or assets, GI 13enefits, ROTC benefits, nd other sources.

. Sections below will focus on the impa of six categories of finandial
aid: parental .support, support from ouse, scholarthips ,and grants,
loans, work-study programs, and mis Ilaneous sources (Gil bill, ROTC,
savings). A concluding section will reat combinations of various aid
sources known as financial aid "pac 0

PatentqfAid

Students rely on parental aid farmore than any other single source.
For nearly 65% of the white women, parental aid is a major source of
support for their fre;Iflman undergraduate year, while only 16% receive .
no parental support 'For 47% of the men, parental aid is a major source,
while for only 289' it is not. Blacks are somewhat less likely than whites'
to rely on parental aid: only 33% depend on parental aid for major fresh-
men suppbrt. .,

The expected and actual dropout rates fin percentages) for white men
and women are shown in Table 1, separately 1py degree of dependence on
parental aid during.the freshman year.

Relying on parental support hat a small but statistically significant
positive effect on the student's ability to persist in college. For men,
major parental support (versus no support) reduces dropout chances by
tibout 2%. For women, the comparable reduction is about 4%. These
figures illustrate dramatically the importance of controlling for differ-
ences in the student's initial propensity to drop out. (Another statistical
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problem with such controls is error of measurement in the freshman pre-
dictor [control] variables. This error results in an underestimation 4f the
effects .of the predictors. Af number of supplementary analyses were
conducted to assess the possible impact of measurement error; For de-
tails, see Astin, 1975.) The difference in actual dropout rates for men

Table 1
Expected and Actual Dropout Rates for

White Students, by Sex, 1972

Men Women

Expected Actual Expected Actual
Dropout Dropout Dropout Dropout

ParentalAid Rate Rata Rate Rate

Not a source 42
Minor source 39
Major soiree 33

43
40
32

a9
t1
29

42
32-
28

.

'favors those who depend on parental support as a major sburcety about
11%. For women, the comparable difference in actual dropout rates is ,

still 'larger:, abqUt 14%. Without the accompanying expected dropoilt
rates based on entering student characteristics and other environmental
variables, one might conclude that the significance of parental support
during the freshman year is much greater than it actually is. In other
words, the differences in dropout rates among students with differing
parental support for the fresh ear can- be attrilauted primarily to
factors other than parental aid per se. /

The actual and expected dropout rates for students-with differing
parental support were calculated separately for various types of colleges.
The results are entirely consistentsmall, positive effect on p'ersistence
for students in two-. and four-year. colleges, both public and private.
Among students attending universities, however, particularly private uni
versities, reliance on parental support appears to affect persistence nega-
tively. This effect is especially pronounCed among those students for.
whom parental aid is a minor source of freshrhan support. - Compared
with thoSe who have no parental support, these students have'dropput
rates about 8% higher than expected. The high cost of attending a private
university may be one explanation. Those who attend private universities
may be handicapped in competition for financial aid if their parents pro-
vide some, but not all, bf the support necessary to meet college expenses.
Conceivably, students with no parental support find it easier to demon-
strate the need that permits them to take full advantage of the financial
aid available.

' Additional analyse's by level of parental income produced some inter-
esting interaction effects. For women, on the one hand, the positive
effect of parental aid was clear-cut among those in low:income (parental
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income below $10,009) and `middle- income (between $10,000 and
$20,000) brackets, but reversed for those in high-income (greater than.
$zo,poo) brackets. For men, on the other hand, the benefits of parental
support were Strongest within the high-inccime group, with decreases of
about 10% in dropout chances. One possible factor here is that' hig11-

Income women who receWe no parental aid are a highly select group (less
than 4% of the total group); high-income men who receive no parental
support are someWhat less select (about 7%'of the group). . ...

. , ,' ,.

, Does parental aid beyond, the freshman year have an impact? An item
'similar to one' on parental suppprt on the freshman questionnaire was
included in the 1972 follow-up. However, the follow-up item inquired
about sources of support for the student's entire, undergraduate educe-
tion,-rather than just the freshrrian year. As expected, the percentage of -
students who reported parental aid as a minor source is somewhat higher

. on the follow-up than on the ff.-Allman questionnaire, indicating that
, about 6% of the students who receive no support.clUring the-freshMan

year do receive some-during subsequent years. The differences between
expected andactual dropout rates based on the follow -up item are smile-
what larger: about a 19% reduction in dropout rates for both Men and : l
worfien who receive parental aid compared with those who do not. The'
differences in impact between minor and major sources' are negligible.;

.- Continuing parental' Support beyond the freshman year appears to en: .

-hence the student's chances of finishing college. For black students di-
tending white colleges, parental aid as major support i's clearly associated
with persistence. For them, the decrease in dropout probabilities is 12%
compared with those who have no-support and 17% compared with those.
who have only minor parental support. ,The comparable reductions for
students, attending black colleges are a negligible 1%. P ent I support is
not critical 'for students attending black colleges but a ajo actor for -
black students attending white colleges. Without major p renta support,
these black 'students have a substantially reduced chance finishing.

*

Support from Spouse

Although" married students constituted less than 2% of the entering
,student population in 1968, the effect's of financial support from spouses
are important. Of the men who are married when they start college, 55%
have wives who provide financiil supp6rt for college expenses, and four
in five of these wives provide Major support. Figures for women are even
more striking. Seventy-one pe'rcent havehusbands who proVide support
for college expenses, and better than four in five of these husbands pro-
vide major 'rather than minor support. Thus, married persons----Women in
particularwho enter' college depend heavily on their spouses for financial
support.

Because of the relatively small numbers of married-brack students, the
analysis of spcp.isal support is confined to white students. Expected and
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actual dropout rates for married students who'receive spousal support
contrast sharply. If the spouse provides major rathetthan no suiport, the
reducti9n in'the student's chances of dropping 'out is dramatid: 28% for
men' a* 15% for women. However, if the spouse provides only minor
support, the impact is reversed: dropout rates for men and women
Increase by 30% and 8%, respectively. While these findings are based on
relatively small samples (approximately 50 married men and 50 married
women reported minor financial support from their spouses), the dra-
matic contrast cannot be attributed to chance variations.

'WhY is the effect of minor spousal gupport apparentry.negative? Such
support may indicate that the spouse has an uncertain employment situ-
ation. On a more subtle level, spouses who are ambivalent or resentful
about their partner's attending college may provide only sporadic or little
support. Whatever the explanation, providing only minor support may
create uncertainties or conflicts" that militate' against completing college.
If nothing else, married students might be well advised to reach a clear
understanding about financial support from their spouses before they
finalize plans to enroll in college.

How does spousal support affect persistence among students who get
married after entering college? To explore/this question, the actual and
estimated dropout rates were tabulated for the one student in six who
married as an undergraduate. As expected, these students rely less -on
their spouses for support than students who are married when they enter
college. While the percentage for the two groups is the same-54%the
majority of those who marry after entering college (better than two in
three) receive only minor support from their spouses. Similarly, among

-the 60% of the women who rely on their husbands' for support, nearly,,
two in three receive only minor support. Apparently., most students'who
marry in college continue,. to rely op other sources, only ,infrequently ;

shifting to the spouse as a major source. 4- I

Both groups substantially improve their chanceiof finistairfig college if
they are able to rely on their spouses for financial support, Compared

ewith students whose spouses p re not a spurce of supp t, thine with Ma-
jor support have a much la etter chance of finishing c lege: a 15% and
18% increase, respectively men and women. Even minor (compared
with no) support is beneficial: a 14% and 20% increase, respectively, for
men and women. Clearly, the unwillingness or inability of the spouse to
provide financial support, no ratter how substantial, is a negative prog-
nostic sign for college students whocontemplate marriage before com-
pleting their undergraduate work. \ ,

Scholarships and Grants

Although scholarships and. grants are the. most coveted financial aid,
only about a third of the white students (31% of the men and 36% of the
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women) receive this support for their freshman expenses. About equal
numbers receive major and minor suport. Scholarships and grants are
much more frequent support sources for black students: among. blacks
attending black and predominantly white colleges, 54% and 53%, respec-
tively, receive scholarships or grants during their freshmah year.

. Scholarships provide the recipient with only a slight advantage over
the nonrecipient./These positive effects are small for men (3% reduction
in dropout probabilities) and negligible for women (less than 1 %). Once
again, the results strongly justify the use of expected dropout rates: com-
pared with studenti who have no scholarships, those with major support
have ,Supstantially higher dropout rates: 12% and 9%, respectively, for
men and women. Differences in the expected dropout rates, however, are
almost as large: 9% and 8%, respectively. In short, the observed differ-

. ences in dropout rates among students receiving differing amounts of
scholarship support can be attributed largely to factors other than t
scholarship.

Analyses of the effects of scholarship or grant aid by income jevel of
thk students' parents again produced some interesting interactions.
Amb9g the men, the positive effects of scholarships and grants are clear-
cut among those middle-income families: about 3% reduction in dropout
chances associated with minor grant support and 5% with major support.
Among the women, the positive effects appeared confined to those in the
low-income grou Among men in the high-income group, major grant
support is assoc. ted with a reduction in dropout rates of 9%, but
support is acco panied by an increase of 10%.

Do these b rderlihe results apply to all _forms of scholarship support,
or are differe es associated with.a Orticular type of grant? The follow-
up provides an pportunity to estimaie4he impact,of six different types
of scholarship -support. However, a word of caution i$$ in order: Since the
students sesvonded, to the questionnaire in terms ofrtheir entire under
graduate education, some students may not have received their initial
scholarships until after the freshman year. Among, those who begin col-.
lege without any scholarship aid, students who drop ,out early lose any
chance for receiving a scholarship. Those who stay in 'college remain

' eligible fOr such aid if they remain studious. Under these circumstances,
a correlation between dropping out and specific forms of financial aid
could be simply an artifact of differences in opportunity between drop-
outs and persisters, rather than the result of a causal relationship be-
tween scholarship aid and persistence. In short; data from the follow-up
which suggest a negative effect of any form of aid on persistence should
be regarded as strong evidence of a causal relationship, whereas data sug-
gesting a positive impaoemust be' viewe41 with considerable caution.

By far the most cofnmon sources of scholarships and grants are state
, governments and institutions. Altnbugh about one in sixeen and women

receive support from these sources, for about two-thirds of the recipients,
these are minor rather than major sources, Both forms of scholarships are

10 42
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associated with student persistence. As with freshman scholarship sup-
port, the impact appeals somewhat greater for men: the average reduc-
tion in- dropout probabilities associated with these schohrships is 8% and
4%, respectively, for men and women. Again, these results should be in-
terpreted with caution, particularly for institutional scholarships, which
are frequently awarded after the freshman year. ,

. Nine percent of both!sekes; receive educational opportunity grants
from the federal governnient.A-lowever, 54% of the men receive major
support from 'their federalIralits, compared with only 32%, of the wo-,
men. This discrepancy js consistent with finding that men receive-
substantially larger scholarship stipends t women (Astin &Christian,
1975).

. To relate federal 6onts,and attrition: 'gen who receive Tinor\suPport
from these grants show_a .moderate reduction in dropout chances (7%)

?'compared with men who\do not have grants, but men who rece' major
6pport from their federargrants-show, no such advanta . mong the

men, both. major and minor federal grants are associated with a 5% re-
duc in dropout probabilitie Again-,- these findings must be viewed

h ca tion, since students Who 49 not receive federal educational
ortunit rants during their freshman year are still eligible in'subsequent.

years, if the -remain in college.

Approximate 6% of the men and 9% f the women receive private,
foundation grants hile in college. These are apparently much smaller
than grants from pub and institutional source, since for about 80% of
the recipients they pro ice- only Minor support. to on expected and
acttial dropolit, rates provid a lonsistent pidture: r eiving foundation
gfallilts is associa ted with mod tileductions in dropout robabilities (-4%
for "-:men and-6% for _women). Si ice most foundation s holarships are
probably awarderat the time the sthdent enters college (e.g. the Nation-
al. Merit Schtilarships), a spurious'effect,seems less likely her than with
institutional, state, and federal grants. ,N,

o

Scholarships from business or industry support 4% of the men and 2%
of the women. dompared with other scholarship su,pport, a scholarship
from a business or.industrial firm is negatively assddiated with college
persistenCe. Thus, compared with students who do not have Such scholar
hips, those who. receive major support fromthusiness or industry have

hit/eased dropout probabilities of 12% and 6%, respectively, for men and
women. Why these scholarships should be negatively associated with col
lege persistence is unclear. Recipients may sometimes leave college to--
work far the spohsoriog firrn; or they may attend specialized institutions
with,poor holding. .power. The-conditions of such scholarships may in-
volve alternate periods of full-time undergraduate study and employment
with the sponsoring business or 'industry. This latter explanation may be
deficient since similar results are obtained when the analysis is repeated
with a ,morestringent definition of dropping out (i.e., when stqpoiks are
ncluded among perSisters). If students are merely stopping out-fbr-per-,,,.

). !st._lads of work, including the stopouts among the persisters rather than
e. 11
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among the dropouts should reduce this apparently negative effect. How- -
ever, working at jobs as part of an academic program is related to droP'
ping but: -

The final source of scholarship aid is a catch -all categoryr"other schol,
arships, fellowships." Since only about 5% of the students receive support
in this category, the other categories appear to cover most major sources
of scholarship or grant support. Results here are mixed. Men with major
or minor support and women with minor support have a decreased drop-
out probability of about 7%. Women with major support (less than one in
five), havean increased dropout probability of about 10%o Such anamo-,
lous, results defy explanation, although they do Suggest that the amount
of scholarship support from private sources bears substantially on the
student's chances of finishing college. However, since scholarships in this
category are an unknown quantity (many could have been awarded after
the freshman year), the results should be treated with caution.

Expected dropout rates provide insights into how scholarship or grant
aid is awarded. On the one harid, if scholarships, are awarded on merit, the
expected dropout rates of scholarship recipients should be low (i.e., the
more academically able student has a relatively small 8hance of dropping
out). On the other hand, if scholarshipS are awarded for need, therecipi-
enfs should have hqghef expected dropout rates or, at, a minimum, rates
not appreciably di nt from those of nonrecipients. Overall, merit
'seems a more important criterion than financial need: expected dropout
rates of ',freshman recipients are about 10% lower than those of nonrecip-
ients. Expected rates for those whose scholarships. are a major support
source, are not appreCiably different from those whose scholarships pro-
vide only 'minor support. This pattern changes somewhat, however, when
the data for scholarship aid as reported on the 1972 follow-up are exam-
fined. Here the expected dropout rates are lowest among the students for
whom scIfolarships are a minor source of support. Students with no schol-
arship support have expected dropout rates roughly equal to those of
students whose scholarships are a major support source.

These findings are probably due. to several factors: First, the lower ex-
pecteth dropout <Tates of scholarship recipients as a group suggest that
scholathips are awarded in paist-bn merit.-Second, the higher expected
*dropout rates among Majorcomparedwith minor recipientseflect the
greater dropout- propensity of students whose financial need is sufficient
to if for largerawardt.16 other words, students with greater'

ancial need are probably more dropout prone to begin with. Finally,
the lower expected dropout rates among students with, minor scholarship
support may be evidence of the artifact above: The longer students stay
in college, the greater the probability thk they will be able'to avail them-
selves of scholarship, aid. If such aid is secured late in the student's under-
graduate career, it counts for only a minor portion of.Wege costs. If this
explanation is valid, it underscores the necessity to interpret any results
based on the follow-Up with caution.

4



Analysesof scholarship support and persistence among black students
tt 174

also produce somewhat inconsistent findings. In the black colleges; stu-
dents with major grant support have a somewhat reduced (4%) chance of
dropping out. Receiving Minor grant support, however, is associated with
a 5% Increase in dropout chances. For blacks attending white col:
leges, the situation is reversed: minor grant support is associated with an -

8% decrease in dropout probabilities, while\ major support is associated
with a small increase in dropout chances (1%). This latter finding On-,
firms the recent.study by Saber and Caple (1970) which showed a facip-
tative effect of scholarships among blacks attending a predominantly
white university in, the Midwest. While these data on blacks are difficult
to rationalize, .they suggest that the amoant of scholarship aid may be
critical to the black stud rszt:s chances of completing college. j

Loans

From the'standpoint of public policy, loans represent one of the most
controversial sources of financial aid. Proponents of loan programs are
attracted by the relatively low cost, arguing that `limited sources of aid ,`
can be made available to many more students if the are heavily concen-
trated in loan programs: Some critics object to burdening students with
long-term debts, while others point to allegedly high default rates.

Two recent studies have produced equivocal results on the effects of
loans. 131anchfield (1971) reported that the percentage of costs financed
by loan support is not related to persistence. Trent and Medsk r (1967)
reported that students who seek loans are more likely to stay i college;
their findings, however, are subjecf.to the artifact above (i.e., that the

° longer a student stays in college, the greater the chances for tha student
to seek a loan).

Students entering college in 1968-relied somewhat less on loa s than
on scholarships or grants.'Less ttian one student in four (21% of t e men
and 24% of the women) received loans to support their college4ex enses
during the freshman year. For approximately three recipients i five,
loans constitute a major source of support.

For men, depending on loan support during the freshman year has a
consistently negative effect on persistence. On the average, reliance on
loan support increases a man's chances of dropping out by about 6%. This
effect occurs, regardless of whether th support is major or minor, in all
types of institutions: (It is pronounced the private two-year college
where reliance on loans appears to increa en's dropout rates by abou
15%.) The effect is especially clear-cut among men in the lower- and mid
dle-income levels: results for men in the highest income level are indefinite \
because of the small number.

The picture for women is less consistent. In general, women who rely
15 13
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on loans as a major source of support, when compared with women who
have' no loan support, have slightly increased chances of dropping out

Reliance on loans as a minor source, however,' appears to have a positive
(about 2%),--partkcularly if their parents are in the middle-income

impact on persistence (6% reduction in dropout rates) for women atten
ing public institutions, whether uni ersities or four- or two-year colleg
Reliance- on loans asa minor sourc has a slightly negative effect on p,e r-
sistence among women at private i titutions. Assuming that minor hp-
port at a' private institution invol es larger amounts than at a p lie
institution, it appears that the amo nt of the loan is critical to th= per-
sistence rates of women. Small loa s appear Ito benefit undergra uate
women, but larger loans seem to pr sent a handicap to completi g col-
lege. Men, however, appear handica ped by loans, regardless of si

The picture for the impact of loa s on black students is also s mewhat
mixed. While loans have no cowiste t effect on persistence amo g blacks
attending black colleges, they, appear to be an asset for black s ucients at
predominantly white colleges. For this latter group, reliance n loans as
either a major or minor source of support for-the freshman ye r i§ associ-
ated with an 8% reduction in drOpout rates..

'

t,
The loan items from the fur -year follow-up question aire indicate

that the highest proportion of students (20%) rely on fed ral loans, fol-
lowed by state (9%), cornmerci I (9%), and "other" loans (4%). The rela-
tionship of these items to attrition is nbt consistent vyith the above results
for loans during the freshman year. oans (and particularly state loans)
tend to be positively associated with persistence, especially among wo-
men. In all likelihood, this association is not causal but rather an artifact.
Thus, the longer a student is ably to remain in college, the greater the op-
portunity to secure a loan. That students were much more likely to re-
port loans as a minor source f support on the follow-up than on the
freshman questionnaire support this interpretation.

i

. To speculate on the negative impact of loans on persistence among
Since estimates of dropout probabilities control for differences in

financial need, such as family income and coAcern about college finances,
one might expect men who secure loans to have an easier time getting
through college simply because they have additional resources. But pre-
cisely the opposite. occurs. Apparently, any short-term financial advan-
tage associated with securing a loan is outweighed by other, possibly
psychological, factors. Do men who begin college dependent on loans
quickly become disen hanted with the prospect of long-term indebted-
ness, once indebtedn s from the first year becomes a reality? For some
men, leaving colleg ay be a more desirable alternative than incurring
further indebtedn hatever the reasons, the psychological and motiva-
tional, aspects of lo s and indebtedness merit careful consideration in
the developme of future financislaid policy.
14
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Work-Study Programs

Although work-study programs may be conSidered a form c4 work,
.certajR-Vvork- dy findings are presented heritecause these programs

a major part of federal financial, aid' policy since the Higher
Education Act of 1965.

During their freshman year (1968 -69), 3% of the. men and 6% of the
,women partacibateel--in--federally sponsored work-study programs. By the
time e four-year follovv-up in 1972i. 9% of the men and 1p0/0 the
women .d participated. For more than 75% of these students, wdrk-
study_pro es only minor support for their college expenses.

Analyses o' xpected and actual dropout rates indicate that participa-
'tion in work -stub programs during the freshman year results in a small
but significant in ease in student persistence (2% and 6% reduction in
dropout rates . men and women, respectively). The follow-up suggests
that particip tion in work-study at any time during the undergraduate
years is associated with somewhat larger reductions in dropout rates: 8%
for men d 11% for women. The significance of these larger rates is, of
course, pen to some question because of artifacts.

- aata by parental income level suggest that positive effects of federal
w rk-study programs are most likely to occur among students from mid-

. e-income levels. The impact of worlostudy among black students is
much more striking. Blacks are not only more likely to participate in
work-study programs during the freshman ye"ar (11% from black colleges

. and 12% from predominantly white colleges), but participatiorOs also as
sociated with a . more substantial reduction in dropout rates;"1 4% in
black colleges and 9% in predominantly white colleges_

Work-study programs are an attractive form of financial aid. Such pro-
grams not only offer productive work, but also`increase the student's
chances of completing college. These positive effects might be attributed
to the greater degree of student involvement in campus life which may

articipation in work-study programs. These apparently facili-
tative effects ar forced by the finding that virtualry all other forms
of work during college positively related to persistence (Astin, 1975).

Other 'Forms of Aid

One financial aid item from the freshman questionnaire, "personal
savings and/or employment," covers a number of sources, inclUding mon-
ey earned by the student from earlier employment, inheritances, work-
study, and other emproymentSeventy-four percent of white men and

11. 15
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63% of white women finance their freshman year in part by ,such, ftinds.
For about half 'the men utilizin' this source, the funds provide major.
support, whereas they constitut a major source for less than one-third
of the women. Fewer blacks d pend on such funds as either a major or
minor source: 53% in predo inantly white colleges and 38% in black
colleges.

Again, analysis of expec ed and actual dropout cafes produces a mixed
picture: For white wo n//the effects of dependence on this source
during the freshman yea are generally negative, associated with increased
dropout rates of abo f 2%. These negative effects are much more pro-
nounced for women tending public andiprivate two-year colleges, where
the average increas is about 6%. In direct contrast, white men at two-
year colleges who rely on this sourc 'during the freshman year have an
average decrease in dropout probe ilities of about 5%. Men at public
four-year colleges and universities crease their chances of dropping out
by about 4%. While it is difficult o explain these discrepancies, that this
category includes support from many sources may account in part for
the varied results.

Further clues to the possi e impact of reliance on savings are provided
in the follow-up question ire, which contains an item mentioning sav-
ings, "withdrawals from vings, assets," as dittinct from employment or
other aid sources. Bot men and women rely heavily on this specific sup-
port (39% and 35%, spectively). For about one-fourth of those, these
funds provide majo upport for unde,rgraduate expenses. Reliance is asso-
ciated with incre sed dropout rates among both men (7%) and women
(4%). Reliancezon savings as a minor source, by contrast, is associated
with decre sed dropout rates (3% for men and 4% for women).

Among blacks, reliance on savings or assets as a major source of sup-
port also has a pronounced negative effect on persistence at predominant-
ly white colleges (an increase in dropout probabilities of 29%). No effect
is observed among blacks at black colleges. Several factors may explain
these findings. On the one hand, the positive association with minor re-
liance on savings or assets may result from the artifact: The longer a per-
son remains in college, the more possibilities arise that may require sav-
ings or other assets to support college and living expenses. On the other
hand, the negative association between major reliance and persistence
must be regarded as strong evidence of causal relationship. In all likeli-
hood, entering college students who have substantial liquid resources
(savings, trust funds) are ineligible for the usual forms of financial aid.
Forced to utilize their assets for substantial support, these students may
ultimately view college as unreasonably expensive and see dropping out as
a way to conserve assets. Whatever the explanation, these data should be
considered in any future attempts to revise standard procedures for de-
fining financial need.

1

About 6% of the men and 1% of theavmen rely on GI benefits to sup-
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port their und rgraduate costs. For 75% o,f the men, GI benefits provide
major support or their college costs, while the same is, true for only
n% of the wo en. This discrepancy prRbably reflects the failure to dis-
tinguish between student benefits from their own military service alhd
from their paren ' service; presumably, a larger proportion of the o-
men are reporting support from their parents. Among the white men,
reliance on GI ben its is negatively associated with persistence: college

' men who rely on G funds for major support have an increased dropout
probability- of about 7%. Among women, minor reliance is associated
with increased dropou. chances and major reliance with slightly decreased
dropout chances; howe er, the small samples make these findings/highly
'tentative.

Too few blacks at black olleges received GI bill support to derive any
estimate of its effects, but a ong blacks at predominantly white colleges,
effects are negative: 8° ncre e in dropout probabilities.

Why reliance on the G I bill s 'uld be associated with dropping out is
not en irely clear. Since virtually II veteran' entering college in 1968
wer eligible for some GI suppo veteran status, in effect, has been
c nfounded with GI support. Possib , the effects of being a veteran are
showing up rather than the effects o GI support per se. That the G1,,
group is atypical to begin with is reflect d in the expected dropout rate*"
58% for men receiving major GI suppor versus 35% for those receiving
none. The comparable percentages for omen are 41% and 31%. For
blacks at predominantly white colleges, the corresponding expected
dropout rates are 70% and 48%, respecvely, for GI recipients and
nonrecipients. It may well be that veterans, any from the Vietnam war,
find it exceedingly difficult to adjust to traditional college life.

A final category of financial aid support is ROTC benefits. About 2%
pf the white men and virtually no white wome receive ROTC benefits.
For more than 80% of the recipients, this aid c nstitutes major support.
Men whose ROTC benefits are a major source of support for undergradu-
ate expenses have a substantially reduced drop ut rate (14%), compared
with students who do not receive ROTC benefits (Data for blacks are too
sparse for reliable estimates.) Participation in RO C may represent com-
mitment that greatly decreases the chances th t the student win leavta
college. Among other things, ROTC is contractual: st4dents who receive
benefits normally make a commitment to continue in. he program and to
serve on active duty once they finish college. Whatever the explanation,
ROTC programs, tre "cost effective" in the sense that they are associated
with substa increased probabilities of degree completion. Indeed,
even thoy4h the expeed dropout chances of students receiving major
support from ROTC are low to begin with (only 24% compared with 37%
for no -ROTC students), their actual dropout rate is much lower (only
9%). hus, of those students who receive ROTC benefits, whether-major
or inor, while in college, fewer thari one in ten fails to finish college.
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Financial Aid "Package

The financial aid provisions of the Higher Ed ation Act of 1965 au-
thorize institutions to use financial aid "packa es' that combine three
basic sources of support: grants", loans, and wor -study programs. So far
these three forms of aid have been considered se arately in terms of their
relationship to student persistence..Combination of these three may also
have an impact on persistence. Since dealing with combinations reduces
the ;number of students in each category, only the results of white stu-
dents are presented here.

1

t
Grants and Loans. Receipt of these two fOr s of ai tends to be cor-

' related. Thus,' among students who'receive Oo rants pport, only 17%
receive kiny loan support. By contrast, 35.0 of hose w o receive either
minor or major grant support also receive loan su pqrt. Among those who
receive no loan support, only .28% receive any s holarsh p support, com-
pared with 52% among those who receive either inor o major loan sup-
port. Approximately 2% of the men and 4% of t e wom n receive major
support from both sources. HoWever, among stu ents fr m low-income
levels; the- percentages are higher: 8% of the men a d 12% of the women.

The positive effect of grants on persis is\ most bvious among
men with no loan support, and virtually nonexisten amon students with
major loan support. Dependence on loans, on the ne ha d, impairs the
normally positive effect of scholarshiPs. The .negat ve effe t of loans on
persistence, on the other hand, is consistent among II grou s of men ref
gardless of their status in terms of grantiv,pport. H wever, tills negative
effect is most pronounced among men who receive inor g ant support
(about 5% increase in dropout chances compared with men ho receive
major support or no support from grants)..

. 0
Nor clear-cut intera tions bet een grant and loan su port ar apparent

ariikong the women. R eiving ml or loan support has mode t positive
effect on persistence la ut 3%), Nal-Mess of the wo en's gr nt status.
Similarly, grants have negligible effects on persistence egardless of the
women's loan status. I -

Grants and Work-Study. Receipt of grant swoon is pos tively a ociat-
ed with participation in federal work-study, programs. 0 ly 1% of the
men with no grants, participate in work-study programs, c mpare with
5% of those who receive major grant support. The assoc ation i even
stronger among the women, where only 3% Of those with o grant par-
ticipate in work-study, compares with 13% of those who r ceive Major
grant support.

. The effects on persistence of participation in work-stu y see t
depend on the student's grant status. The most clear-cut pose tive eff ct
occurs among students receiving no grants: decreased dropout probabli-

a.
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.., .
ties 4% and 11%, respectively, for men and women. The comparable
figures for students/receiving major grant support are only 1% and 5%,

. whereas the effects;of work-study, are actually negative among those re-
ceiving minor grant support: an increase in dropout probabilities of 6%
for both sexes. .

. .

The effects-of grant support.aiso appear to depend on students' work-
study status. For men and women, a ''''''''''''''''''''' grant support dis-
appear among students participating in work-study. Por-rnen. in work-
study, major grant support versus no grant has no effect on dropout
probabilities, whereas receiving minor support is associated with a 9% in-
crease in dropout probabilities: This interaction between grants and work-
study is even more dramatic among women. Thus, even though grants
have no consistent overall effect, among womeryron work-study programs,- ---.......

major grant support i associated with a 6 %, increase and minor grant sup-
port with a 15% increase in dropout probabilities,

. , t:,

Thus, grants in combination with work/stbdy may ot make effectiven
financial aid packages. In particular, WorkAstudy an small grant support
may represent an unwise combination of financial ai .

Loans and Work-Study. Participation in work-study programs is posi-
tively associated with dependence on loan support. Only 1% of the men
who receive no 'loan support during their freshman year participate /in*
work-study programs, compared with 6% of thoSe who receive major loan
support. The corresponding percentages for women are 3% and 11%.

The effects of participation in work-study appear to depend heavily on
the student's loan status. For the.student receiving major loan support,
participation reduces the chances of dropping out (13%, for men and 5%
for women). However, participation appears to have a negative effect on
persistence (10% increase in dropout rates for both men and women) if
the student receives only minor-loan support.

Grants, Loans, and Work-Study. Receiving all three forms of financial
aid is closely associated with the income level of.the students' parents.
Among low-income students, 1.3% of the,men and 3.8% of the women
receive some support from grants, loans, and work-study programs dur-
ing the freshman year. Comparable percentages among middle-income
students are 0.3% and 1%, respectively,. for men and women; among high
income students, less than 0.1% receive support from all three sources.

Because of the small numbers of students involved, it is possible to ex-
amine the simultaneous impact of these three sources of aid only among
students from low-income families. Receiving support from federal work-
study programs seems to increase persistence most (8% for men and 18%
for women) when the low-income student has neither grant nor loan sup-
port during, the freshman year. But work-study is associated with in-
creased dropout rates (6%for meira*Vd 10% for women) if the low-income

.student has major grant-support coupled with minor loan support. How-
19



ever, work-,Study and mafor loan support have positive effects on persist-
ence, regardless of the degree of grant support, if any.

The particular types of financial aid which make up any student's
package may be important to the ability to complete college. While the
complexities and ambiguities of this study underscore the need for more
in-depth, research on the impact of particular packages, certain prelim-

,
inary generalizations seem warranted.

First, grants in combination with loans do not make particularly effect-
ive finkpcial aid packages. In particular, a conibination of small amounts
of grant and loan support seems unwise. Second, a Combination of
work-study programs with small grant or loan support is also not recom-
mended: Third, the most effective combination appears to be substantial
loan* support and work-study.

Conclusions

The evidence indicates that the source and amount of financial aid can
be important factors in the student's ability to complete college. Al-
though many pf the findings must be regarded as tentatjve because of data
limitations, several general conclusions seem Warranted:

1. Receiving support from parents for college expenses generally en-
hances the student's ability to complete college. Thi&facilitative effect

-occurs among students in all income groups, except women who come
from high-income brackets. For them, receiving parental support appears
to contribute negatively to college persistence.

2. Students who are married when they enter college persist better if
their spouses provide major support for their college costs. If the spouse
is only able to provide minor help, however, t'he effect is reversed, and .
the student is better off having no support. Among students who marry
after entering college, assistance from the spouse facilitates persistence,
regardless of the amount.

,'l
3. Scholarships or grants are associated with small incrttrsin student

nitpersistence rates. These beneficial effects are co "ned largeljrto women.
from low-income families and to men from midd "ncoOe families. The
amount of the grant support appears to be a mak/4. facto in9student per-
sistence, particularlY among black students.

4. Reliance on loans is associated with decreased persistence among
men in all income groups. Among women, the effects are, highly variable,
depending upoh the amount of the loan and the income level of the par-
ents. Reliance on loans is associated with increased persistence among
black students attendin.g predominantly white colleges.
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5. Participation in federal work - study programs seems to enhance stu-
dent persistence, particularly alnong women and blacks. Work -study has
its most consistent positive impact among students from middle-income
families.

6. Reliance on savings or other agets appears to decrease the student's
chances of finishing college. This effect was observed among.both men
and women, and among blacks attending predominantly white, colleges,:

"f7.
7. Reliance on GI bill support is negatively associated with - student

persistence, although the confounding of such support with being a vet-
eran makes it difficult to determine Whether this aid as Such is. related to

-0 persistence.' .

8. Support from ROTC stipends is strongly associated with increased
student persistence.

9; Analyses of various financial aid packages involving combinsations 15,f
grants, 'bans and work-study produced findings that may have important
policy implications. In general, any form of aid appears to be &loft ef-
fective if it is not combined with other forms. This is- particularly, true of
work:study programs, which tend to lose their beneficial impact when
combined with grants or loans. This loss is especially mbrke6emon w-
income students. Similarly, grants are, most effective if thestudent h no
loan. The only combination associated with greater persistence is work=
study and major (rather than minor) loan support.

Policy Implications

Because this study focuses intensively on the single outcome of student
persistence in college, the following suggestions and recommendatidns
are based implicitly on the assumption that decision-makers want to mini -
mize students' cha ces of dropping out. It goes without saying, of course,
that almost any ecision must simultaneously weigh other outcomes for
which no dat are presented here: for example, other aspects of the stu-
dent's development (satisfaction with the college, knowledge gained from
the educational experience, and so forth), as well as the relative cost of
different alternatives and programs, possible side effects of each and thq
constraints operating in the decision process'. The consumer thesE
findings need not necessarily assume that dropping out is always detrit
mental to all students. There are cases where the student's personal de-
velopment is clearly enhanced by leaving college. What th' :study does
assume is that large numbers of administrators, policy-rri ker1 and stu:
dents have a legitimate interest in understanding the fi ancial circum-,
stances .that lead a student to drop out of college and that they may.
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wish to alter these circurnsnces to maximize the student's chances of /
finishing. ..

qualificationsSeveral he following recommendations shoulds

finishing. ///

be kept in mind. First, the recommendations are not necessarily appli-
cable to all types of students attending all Types of postsecondary insti-
tutions.,The data were pbtained from full-time students enrolling for the/
first time in traditional collegiate Inititutions. Students Whoa aspireonly
to an associate degree or to no degreewere;excluded.

Second, some findings May not apply to students who are married at
college entry. Although in a;few instances it is possible to point to spe-

, cific factors that influence married students differently from single stu-
dents ; the small et` of married students precluded a full-scale sep-
aiite study of them. co ast, students were studied separately by sex

- anerace, and all restil at apply uniquely to men or women as well as
to block or'white students-are noted.

Implications for Institutional Administrators, Financial aid can be uti-
Sized in numerous ways to reduce students'. chances of dropping out.
However, because of the many constraints imposed on. state and federal
iinantial aid' money (the bulk of the aid to students) institutions have
relatively little discretion in awarding such funds. The current federal

. Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG), which for the 1974-75
-freshmen represents the most common. 'Single source of grant support, is
basedttrictly on an independent determination of student financial need.
Many state scholarship programsthe-second most likely resource for
these freshmenare similarly outsidethe control of individual institu-
tions. Perhaps the largest sources of discretionary financial aid for
vidual institutions are internal funds (such as tuition and endowment
income) and funds from the Higher Education Act of 1965: work-study,
loans; and grants. Institutions have the responsibility for combining these
latter funds to create "package.' of financial aid. ,

For institutions with some discretionary dollars, several uses*can maxi-
mize the beneficial impact on student persistence. Where possible, loans
should be avoided in favor of milt'. sources, ArticUlarly for men. Al-

.though 'grant support is associated with small increases in persistence; it
is, of course, an expensive form' of aid compared with loans. Work-study
programs, universally effective in contributing to greaterstudent persia-
ence, can also be expftSive, but there is somereturn in that useful service
is performed by the working student. Work-study, appears to have its
greatest impact among low-income students when it is not combined in a.
package with-grant or loan support.

Institutions should consider financial aid packages cautiously. Modest
support from several sources simultaneously is generally associated with
somewhat reduced chances of persistence, whereas support from a single
source (a loan. is 'the main exception) is generally associated with in-
creased chances of persistence. While the meaning of these findings is not,,
entirely clear, financial aid officers would be well' advised to undertake.
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more systematic research on the effects of Pdifferent amby,ints and -corn-
A binations of financial aid.

Implications for Policy-Makers. Most undergraduate financial aid comes
from public funds appropriated by city, state, and federal legislatures. The--
,purpose is basically twofold: to permit more students to atterrtkialege
and to enable them to earn the degree.

Certainly the most dlear'-cut finding is the positive impact of student
employment on persistence. Participation in federal work-study programs,
as well as other oh-campus work, benefits both men and women, as well
as blacks and Whites. (The impact is esPecially pronounced ampng blacks

- at both black and white. colleges.) While grants also appear to increase
the student's ch.ances-, of Completing .college, the effects are generally
Smaller than for wor*. Depending on the third major category of finan
cial alil-repayable loansappears to decrease the man's chances of corn:
pletingcollege: results for women are inconclusive.

Those 'who set. financial aid policy and determine how resources will
be allocated face certain dilemmas. Assuming that they will eventually be
repaid Wit represent a relatively inexpensive source of aid, but they are
apparently: the leaSt effeCtIve in-enabling students to complete college. In-
deed, men eppear better off with no aid than with loans. Student em-
ployment it the most affective way to maximize persistence, a finding
which reinfordeS other research' (Astin,t975) suggesting that any pro-
gram that invdlves the Student actively in 'campus life decreases. attrition.

."PalicY-Makert who might push for a greater investment of financial aid in
expanding student work opportunities should keep.in Mind these qualifi-
cations: first, the place otwork. Jobs on campus are clearly superior to
off-Cal:nous employment, although off-campus-ernployMcnt can be effec-

; tive:if the student is not married, if the work is less than'fulltirrie, and if
the!Off-campus job becomes part of the student's established pattern of

-activities during the freShman year Second, the number of hours worked.
MOre than20 hours a week, particularly for women, not Only eliminates
the beneficial effects,of jobs, but also reverses the effects tote point
where the,student is better off not working at all. ;"'

Caution should be exercised in developing financial aid packages. Stu-
dents who depend on more than one sourceof aid during the freshman
year have increased chances of dropping out compared-with students who

. depend heavily on .a single source such as grants. Ih a sense, th.ep, such
'sources as worlostudy or grants lose their effectiveness if they are provid-
ed in relatively small amounts to make up a tdtal package of aid. Corn-
plex interactibn among the variablestype and amount of financial aid,
need, and college Costsmake it difficult to say whether there are ways
that various types of aid can be packaged so as toenhance rather than

/inhibit the student's chances of fi9ishing ,college. Considering the com-
/ 'plexity of the problem and the large sums involved,. policy - makers might

consider allocating a fraction of such aid to systernaticresearch on these
interacting factors. Such research would almost. sureIV)rovide p better
empirical basis for developing future policies.
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